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Rachet Screwdriver Set JIMI Home JM-GT101

JIMI Home JM-GT101 hand screwdriver + 24 bit set.
Restoration, malfunction, or DIY? The Jimi Home hand screwdriver is an essential tool for any of these situations. With the JM-GT101, you
can  effortlessly  screw  in  all  kinds  of  screws.  It  supports  3  screwdriving/driving  modes  and  offers  3  blade  lengths,  making  it  ideal  for
working  in  harder-to-reach  places.  Equipped  with  a  strong  magnet,  it  allows  you  to  conveniently  install  and  replace  bits  (24  types),
making DIY even easier. The set also includes a wrench designed for popular nuts. All  this in a minimalist, compact case that you can
easily take with you wherever you need to go.
 
Ratcheting screwdriver
The  Jimi  Home  screwdriver  is  a  tool  with  which  you  can  effortlessly  twist  furniture  or  carry  out  renovations  at  home.  The  carefully
thought-out  design  ensures  convenient  operation.  The  ratchet  allows  easy  and  efficient  screwdriving/unscrewing,  which  is  especially
useful for more work. It also supports a third mode with ratchet lock.
 
For special tasks
No matter what conditions you have to work in, the Jimi Home will perform well. The screwdriver is equipped with an extendable blade
with adjustable length. At your disposal are 35 mm, 60 mm and 90 mm sizes. This is a useful feature that will allow you to easily reach
screws with more difficult access.
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Magnetic bit mounting
The screwdriver bit is distinguished by its magnetic design. This means that mounting and replacing bits is easy and convenient. Above
all, however, the bits do not shift or fall out, which ensures precision while working. What's more, the case in which you'll find the bits,
just like the blade, has a magnetic design, so storing the bits is safe and comfortable.
 
24 bits in the set
In the set you will find as many as 24 bits in different shapes and sizes. This means that with the Jimi Home set you are ready for any
glitch, repair or tinkering in your workshop. Each bit has its own place in the case, so keeping it organized is hassle-free. 
 
Sophisticated design
The JM-GT101 hand screwdriver was created from high-quality materials, such as stainless steel, ABS, and TPE, which not only ensures
durability,  but  adds  to  its  luxury  features.  The  comfort  of  use  is  influenced  by  the  carefully  designed  handle,  thanks  to  which  the
screwdriver fits perfectly in the hand. The minimalist case is equipped with a screw storage compartment, which eliminates the problem
of losing screws. 
 
French wrench
In the case you will also find a wrench with a thoughtful design. It is designed to work with the popular nuts in every home in 4 sizes (M5,
M6, M7, M8). This is a reliable tool that will come in handy in case of more than one breakdown.
 
Included
Hand screwdriver
French wrench
24 interchangeable magnetic bits
Case
	Manufacturer
	JIMI Home
	Model
	JM-GT101
	Dimensions
	220 x 60 x 48 mm
	Weight
	480 g
	Dimensions of ratchet screwdriver
	170 x 25 mm
	Material
	Stainless steel + ABS + TPE
	Wrench
	180 x 30 x 3 mm
	Material
	Stainless steel
	Magnetic tip
	25 x 5 mm
	Material
	S2 + aluminum alloy
	Bits
	H1/4 x 25 mm
	Material
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	S2
	Bit type
	3PH1, PH3, PZ0, PZ1, PZ2, PZ3, H2.5, H3, H4, H5, H6, T10, T15, T20, T25, T30, T40, TT10, TT15, TT20, TT25, TT30, SL3, SL5

Price:

€ 30.00

Tools, Tool sets
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